A. SEBESTENY AND P. C. WILLIAMS
The shelving system we chose ('Pakshelf' Industrial Trucks Ltd, Cord wallis Estate, Maidenhead, Berks.) seemed to us to be easier to keep clean than others that were available at the time (1966) . The cantilever brackets are fitted to the upright channel section by a single bolt passing from side to side ofthe channel section (Fig. 1) . We occluded the vacant holes with mushroomshaped rubber bungs (Mushroom buffers no. P83, Surridge's Patents Ltd, Docwras Building, King Henry's Walk, London, N.I) to prevent the entry of dirt and pests.
The shelving is made of 14-gauge NS3 aluminium alloy (see BS 3737 and BS '1470). Each shelf unit measures 18 x 43 in or 18 x 24 in and has a 2 in vertical turn-up along the back to prevent cages being pushed against the wall. The units are strengthened by having Ii in vertical downdrops at the other three edges, with an additional i in turn-in underneath.
These shelf units rest on special supports screwed with three countersunk screws and nuts to the 18 in 'Pakshelf' brackets. These supports ( Fig. I) are made of 2 x illin commercial aluminium. Each has four upturned lugs to ensure stability of the shelves, preventing too much movement forwards, backwards or sideways. As the side lug at the end of a run of shelving might catch awkwardly on skin or clothing, this support has instead a It in turn-up running the whole way from back to front. This can be seen in Fig. 2 . Side lugs are not provided for the bottom supports where the shelves rest on t in aluminium sheets edged with 1 x i in asbestos woven tape for insulation against the underlying heating pipes.
The system has the advantages and disadvantages of all wall-shelving: ease of cleaning floors, difficulty of cleaning walls. On balance we prefer wallshelving for breeding colonies.
Once all the cages have been cleared, the shelves are easily removed when the walls do have to be cleaned.
Wallshelving can extend further upwards than movable racks of shelves. It is true that the upper shelves are difficult to service unless steps are used-but form a useful reserve cage store if they are not occupied by animals.
Technicians are warned of the folly of using the bottom shelf as a step-those that do are apt to find themselves on the labour market.
The cost, including installation, was high (32s per foot of shelving) but the quality of the materials should ensure many years of use.
Metric dimensions
The shelf units were 457 mm wide by 1092 or 610 mm in length and 2.032 mm thick, with a 51 mm backing strip and 32 mm downdrops with 19 mm turn-ins.
The supports attached to the 457 mm 'Pakshelf' brackets were made from 51 x 4.8 mm aluminium strip and the end strip was 38 mm high. The bottom shelves rested on 3 mm aluminium sheeting edged with 25 x 3 mm asbestos tape.
